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Abstract
The remarkable polarization properties of the synchrotron light have lead to the advent of modern
synchrotron-related spectroscopic studies with angular and/or magnetic selectivity. We give here an
overview of the prominent aspect of the polarization of the light delivered by a bending magnet, and some
dichroic properties in X-ray Absorption Spectroscopy (XAS). We report then two studies developed at the
Brazilian Synchrotron Light Laboratory (LNLS), exemplifying the profit gained using linear and circular
polarization of the X-ray for the study of magnetic thin films and multilayers. Angle-resolved XAS was
used in strained manganite thin films to certify a model of local distortion limited within the MnO6 poly-
hedron. A pioneer experience of X-ray magnetic scattering at grazing incidence associated with dispersive
XAS in a Co/Gd multilayer draws new perspectives for magnetic studies in thin films and multilayers in
atmospheric conditions in the hard X-ray range.
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I. INTRODUCTION
The importance of the synchrotron light in the investigation of new materials is well recognized
nowadays. Synchrotron light sources deliver much more photons and with a larger brilliance com-
pared to conventional tube sources. Furthermore, these sources owe their status to other intrinsic
properties: wide and continuous spectrum, which allows tuning the photon energy close to res-
onances, and well defined polarization states. Both aspects are of fundamental interest for the
investigation of local atomic and electronic anisotropy, and local magnetic moment and magnetic
order in magnetic systems.
In this paper, we discuss the prominent aspects related to the use of linear and circular polarized
light emited in a bending magnet and present, as examples of this use in thin films and multilayers,
two studies performed at the Brazilian Synchrotron Light Laboratory (LNLS). We begin (section
2) with an introduction to synchrotron light emission and polarization properties, followed by
the description of the optical set-up’s and how they affect the polarization states. We limit this
approach to the light produced by bending magnets, once the studies presented were performed on
such devices. We introduce (section 3) X-ray Absorption Spectroscopy (XAS) and some dichroic
properties of the spectra related to the polarization of the photons. Examples are presented in the
two next sections. The linear polarization of the photons (section 4) has been exploited at the
double-crystal monochromator XAS beam line to study the local distortion in strained manganite
thin films. The dispersive XAS beam line, well suited for X-ray Magnetic Circular Dichroism
(XMCD) technique due to its intrinsic stability, has been associated to grazing incidence technique
to measure (section 5) resonant scattering in a Co/Gd magnetic multilayer. These two examples
highlight the potentiality of use of the polarization properties of the synchrotron light in the XAS
studies of atomic, electronic and magnetic properties of materials.
II. SYNCHROTRON LIGHT SOURCES AND POLARIZATION PROPERTIES
The aim of this section is to recall some essential features of the light emitted by relativistic
electrons within the poles of a bending magnet in a storage ring. This section is based on the
development made by J. D. Jackson [1]. The properties of the electromagnetic radiation emitted
by these electrons are related to their trajectory and motion. The electrons revolve along a closed
trajectory with quasi-circularly bent parts, which makes the acceleration well-defined and radial.
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Figure 1: Geometry and notation used to calculate the synchrotron radiation emission.
Let us consider the special situation of a point charge in instantaneously circular motion, so that
its acceleration is perpendicular to its velocity (Fig. 1). In a synchrotron one deals with the ultra
relativistic case where γ ≫ 1, with γ defined as the energy of the electrons divided by its rest
energy mc2. At LNLS, operating with an electron energy of 1.37 GeV, γ = 2680; for a high energy
machine, like APS in Chicago operating at 7 GeV, γ = 13700.
The propagating radiation field generated by a point accelerated charge can be written as func-
tion of its normalized velocity (
−→β = −→v
c
) and acceleration (
−→β ′ = d
−→β
dt ):
−→B (−→r , t) = [nˆ×−→E ]ret (1)
−→E (−→r , t) =
e
c
[
nˆ×{(nˆ−
−→β )×−→β′}
(1−
−→β · nˆ)3R
]
ret
(2)
where both −→E and −→B , evaluated at the retarded time, are transverse to the radius vector nˆ and
decay as 1/R, the distance from the source to the observer. The Poynting‘s vector [−→S .nˆ]ret =
c
4pi
∣∣∣−→E ∣∣∣2 gives the density of propagating energy.
The specific spatial relationship between
−→β and−→β′ determines the detailed angular distribution.
However, the relativistic effect, represented by the presence of the factors (1−
−→β .nˆ) in the denom-
inator, dominates the whole angular distribution and gives rise to the collimation of the emission.
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Figure 2: Normalized intensity calculated for the emitted radiation with the polarization vector parallel (σ)
and perpendicular (pi) to the electron orbit plane, as function of the displacement angle from this plane
(Ψγ), at the energies EC = 2080eV (lines) and 4EC = 8320eV (symbols). For the LNLS storage ring,
γ−1 = 0.373mrad.
By integrating the energy per unit area per unit time during a finite period of acceleration, one can
deduce the power radiated per unit solid angle.
dP(t ′)
dΩ ≃
2e2
pic2
γ6β2
(1+ γ2Ψ2)3
[
1−
4γ2Ψ2cos2φ
(1+ γ2Ψ2)2
]
(3)
In the ultra relativistic approximation (γ ≫ 1), the root mean square angle of emission
〈
Ψ2
〉1/2 is
given by γ−1. The emission is essentially within a cone with a very small opening about the orbit
plane. On the opposite situation, for an accelerated charge in non-relativistic motion, the angular
distribution of the emitted radiation shows a simple sin2ϕ behavior, where ϕ is measured with
respect to the direction of acceleration.
The total power radiated can be found by integrating the above equation over all angles
P(t ′) =
2
3
e2β′2
c2
γ4 (4)
This power has a broad band in the frequency space that comes as a counterpart of the collima-
tion. An observer, who sits in the laboratory, far from the moving point charge, sees the emission
only when the charge travels along a very specific portion of the circular trajectory, limited to
about 1/γ, and receives light as short pulses. The Fourier transform of the delta-like function in
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time space is spread over a wide range in the frequency space, so that, the synchrotron emission
has a continuous "white light" distribution [2].
The vectorial double cross product in the transverse electric field generated by the relativistic
moving charge gives a vector with two components, one along nˆ−
−→β and the other along the
acceleration
−→β ′:
nˆ×{(nˆ−
−→β )×−→β ′}= (nˆ−−→β )(nˆ ·−→β ′)−−→β ′(1− nˆ ·−→β ) (5)
nˆ−
−→β is roughly a difference between two almost collinear unit vectors, therefore it is orthog-
onal to nˆ. If one considers the emission right above the plane of the circular orbit (φ = pi/2),
nˆ−
−→β will be a vector perpendicular to the orbit plane and −→β ′ a vector in this plane. Since the
acceleration is the derivative of the velocity, one of the components of the electric field is phase
shifted by pi/2 with respect to the other. This is at the origin of the circular polarized light.
The energy radiated per unit frequency interval per unit solid angle is given by
d2I
dωdΩ =
3e2
4pi2c
(
ω
ωc
)2
γ6
(
1
γ2 +Ψ
2
)2[
K22/3(ξ)+ Ψ
2
(1/γ2)+Ψ2 K
2
1/3(ξ)
]
(6)
where K1/3(ξ) and K2/3(ξ) are second rank Bessel functions, with ξ = ωρ3c
(
1
γ2 +Ψ
2
)3/2
. The
parameter ωc = 3c2ργ3 defines the critical energy, Ec = ~ωc, that separates the total emission in two
equal parts. At LNLS, Ec is 2.08 keV, characterizing a low energy storage ring [3]. The first term
in square bracket corresponds to radiation polarized parallel to the orbit and the second to radiation
polarized perpendicular to that plane. For Ψ = 0 the photons are strictly linearly polarized in the
plane. Figure 2 shows the calculated intensity of the components parallel (σ) and perpendicular
(pi) as function of the displacement angle (Ψ), at the critical energy Ec and at 4Ec, energy close
to the working range of the XAS experiments. One can remark that in the high energy region the
cone of emission gets narrower.
The degree of linear polarization in the horizontal plane PL and of circular polarization PC are
given by
PL = A
2−B2
A2+B2 ; PC =
2AB
A2+B2
With
A =
(
1
γ2 +Ψ
2
)
K2/3(ξ) ; B =
(
1
γ2 +Ψ
2
)1/2
ΨK1/3(ξ) (7)
Circularly polarized light can then be obtained by selecting the incident beam slightly above or
below the orbital plane.
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Figure 3: Schematic view of the optics for (a) the conventional double reflection monochromator, and (b)
the dispersive monochromator, where an energy band-pass is selected by a bent crystal.
We limited this section to the polarization properties of the light produced in a bending magnet,
once our purpose is to give the basic principles of the emission and also because this was the source
used in the studies developed at the LNLS. Circularly polarized light are actually more commonly
obtained by using special insertion devices like wiggler or undulators [2, 4]. To a lesser extent,
optical devices like quarter-wave plates are used to transform the linearly polarized light in the
orbital plane into circularly polarized light [5].
In a real synchrotron, the average over the finite slit aperture and the electron emittance, which
is roughly the product of the electron beam size by its divergence, attenuate the degree of polariza-
tion by a few percents. The effects of the optical elements are much larger and only these effects
are considered in the scope of this paper. Mirrors at grazing incidence reflect both components
of the beam in the same way and the effect on polarization ratio can always be neglected. Con-
ventional XAS monochromator involves two reflections from silicon or germanium crystals with
the horizontal (σ) component of the beam lying perpendicular to the diffraction plane (Fig.3a).
For this component, the polarization factor in the reflected beam is equal to one and, neglecting
absorption, the beam is totally reflected within the Darwin width [6]. The vertical (pi) component
of the beam lies in the diffraction plane and is reduced according to the factor |cos2θ|2, with θ the
Bragg angle of diffraction. The total emitted power is almost unchanged (Fig. 4a) and the linear
polarization is enhanced (Fig. 4b). In the case of the dispersive XAS monochromator [7](Fig. 3b),
there is only one Bragg diffraction. The horizontal (σ) component lying in the diffraction plane is
affected by the factor |cos2θ|. The vertical (pi) component is not affected. The total emitted power
is reduced (Fig. 4a), but circular polarization is significantly enhanced (Fig. 4c).
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Figure 4: Normalized intensity (a) linear polarization (b) and circular polarization (c) ratios at Gd L3
edge(E = 7243eV ), calculated for the photon beam produced by the source (solid line) and after diffraction
by the dispersive (closed symbols) and the double-crystal monochromator (open symbols), as function of
the displacement angle (Ψ) from the electron orbit plane.
III. POLARIZED LIGHT AND X-RAY ABSORPTION SPECTROSCOPY
A. X-RAY ABSORPTION SPECTROSCOPY
An X-ray absorption spectrum corresponds to the variation of the absorbing coefficient with the
energy of the photons[8]. The absorption edge is the drastic variation of this absorption coefficient
for a photon energy close to the energy of a core level electron. It corresponds to the transition
of deep core electron level of a selected atom to empty levels above the Fermi energy. The ratio
between the absorbed energy and the incident photon flux, called absorption cross section, σ(ω)
is given by the summation over all possible final states of the transition probability from the initial
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state i to a final state f . Each probability is expressed by the Fermi’s golden rule as the square
matrix related to the Hamiltonian describing the interaction of X-rays with the electrons of the
matter. This interaction Hamiltonian can be approximated in the perturbation theory and expressed
as a multipolar expansion. The first term of the expansion is the dipole electric term, followed by
the dipole magnetic and the quadrupole electric terms, several orders of magnitude smaller [9]. In
the so called electric dipole approximation, these last terms are neglected and the electromagnetic
field is taken as constant in the initial state site. The absorption cross section then reads
σ(ω) = 4pi2αℏω∑
i f
|〈 f |εˆ ·~r| i〉|2 δ(E f −Ei−~ω)ρ(E f ), (8)
where α≡ e2/(ℏc) is the fine structure constant. The delta Dirac distribution ensures the energy
conservation and ρ(E f ) is the empty density of states (DOS).
The chemical selectivity is the main appeal of the X-ray absorption spectroscopy. Each element
of the material can be selected by tuning the X-ray photon energy in the region of one of its core
levels and experimental data can be collected element by element.
The final and initial states in the matrix cross section can be expressed as a combination of
spherical harmonic and their composition obey the Wigner-Eckard theorem. The resulting se-
lection rules are the second major characteristic of X-ray absorption spectroscopy. In the dipole
approximation these selection rules state ∆s = 0, ∆l = ±1, ∆ j = ±1,0. At the K and L1 (l=0)
edges, 1s or 2s electrons are excited to final empty levels with p symmetry (l=1) and the transition
to d levels are forbidden (∆l = 2). At the L2,3 edges a 2p electron (l=1, j=3/2, 1/2) is excited to va-
cant d levels (∆l = 1) and, with a much weaker transition probability to empty s levels (∆l =−1).
X-ray absorption is then a selective probe for the angular momentum of empty levels.
The selection rules relative to the principal, orbital and total quantum number do not depend
on the polarization of the interacting photon. However, the Wigner-Eckard theorem forces a last
selection rule to the magnetic orbital quantum number m, and this rule depends on the polarization
of the photons. If we consider non-magnetic systems and linear polarization only, the dipole
operator does not affect the magnetic orbital quantum number and the selection rule is ∆m = 0 . If
circularly polarized photons are used, this rule should be modified to take into account the helicity
of the photons. The modifications of this selection rule are at the base of the interpretation of the
X- ray magnetic dichroism that will be discussed in section III C
In summary, X-ray absorption spectra contain a bunch of information about the ground state of
the selected element in a material: local symmetry, oxidation and spin states, spin-orbit coupling
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in the 2p and 3d orbitals, crystal field, covalence and charge transfer. As a matter of fact, in the
case of 3d transition metals essentially structural information is obtained from the K edges, while
more magnetic and electronic information is usually deduced from L2,3 edge.
Interpretation of X-ray absorption data can be done using basically two approaches. The
monoeletronic approach is used in band structure or multiple scattering calculations. Except
the electron which has absorbed the photon, all electrons of the system are supposed to remain
passive in the absorption process, and the correlations among electrons are neglected [10] or taken
as an overall reduction term [11]. These approximations oversimplify the description of the X-ray
absorption spectra in the case of localized final states. This is the case of L2,3 edge of transition
metal elements, that requires a multi-electronic approach [12]. Nevertheless, monoelectronic
models give a good description of the delocalized final states for systems where the electrons are
weakly correlated. They are adequate for many studies in the hard X-ray range (0.5 < λ < 5Å)
and specially for the examples presented in this paper.
B. LINEAR DICHROISM IN X-RAY ABSORPTION SPECTROSCOPY
The polarization dependence of the intensity of the X-ray absorption spectra can be derived
quite generally from the angular dependence of the transition matrix elements involved in the
expression of the X-ray cross section. A thorough account of the angular dependence of the X-
ray absorption spectra, including dipole and quadrupole effects has been given by Brouder several
years ago [13]. Detailed formula to analyze the experimental spectra can be found in this reference
and we reduce the scope of this paragraph to the expression of the simple concepts.
Let us assume that the X-ray are linearly polarized light, εˆ = xˆ, and remind that in the dipole
electric approximation the square matrix element can be written |〈 f |εˆ ·~r| i〉|2. The case of K (or
L1) shell excitation is easy to visualize. The initial s state is isotropic. The vector matrix elements
points in the same direction as the p−component of the final state orbital on the excited atom and
thus the polarization dependence of the total matrix element can be expressed as a function of the
angle θ between the direction of the electric field vector and the direction of the largest amplitude
of the final state orbital, that is the direction of the bond length. We should note that the K-shell
excitations exhibit the strongest polarization dependent effects because of the directionality of the
p component in the final state, and it has been, consequently, the earliest stated and the more
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widely studied [14]. The case of L2 and L3 excitations needs a little more mathematical treatment
but elegant derivations have also been documented [15, 16].
In anisotropic media the polarization dependence of the absorption cross section has the same
structure as the dielectric constant. It is properly described by a tensor of rank two, whose ex-
pression depends on the point group of the media. For samples with cubic point symmetry the
absorption cross section is isotropic. The simplest expression of the dichroic effect is obtained for
non-cubic samples, with a rotation axis of order greater than two, where one can find two different
cross sections. For this particular case, and expressing in terms of the linear absorption coefficient
µ ∝ σ, one defines two parameters: µ‖ stands for the absorption coefficient when the electric vector
lies in a plane orthogonal to the rotation axis and µ⊥ is the coefficient when the electric vector is
along the rotation axis. For any given orientation of the electric vector, measured by the angle θ
related to that rotation axis, µ(θ) reads:
µ(θ) = µ‖sin2θ+µ⊥cos2θ (9)
We should note that this expression, largely known and used, is valid over the whole XAS
energy range. As it is only related to the full point group symmetry of the material, it does not
depend on the type (K,L,M) of X-ray excitation. One can readily realize that selective pieces of
information can be extracted using angle-resolved XAS, as long as oriented samples are available.
This tool, originating from the dot product (εˆ.~r) in the cross section, enhances the sensitivity of
XAS to probe very tiny difference in anisotropic systems, like surfaces [17], anisotropic single-
crystals [18, 19], multilayers [20] or oriented films [21].
C. X-RAY MAGNETIC DICHROISM
X-ray magnetic circular dichroism (XMCD) in X-ray absorption has been shown to be a unique
element selective magnetic probe [22]. The origin of XMCD is a local anisotropy of the absorb-
ing atom resulting from the expected value of the local magnetic moment 〈−→m 〉. The magnetic
field breaks the local symmetry of the absorber and lifts the degeneracy of the Zeeman energy
levels. Then the photoelectron transition depends on the helicity of the photon polarization. The
XMCD signal is the difference between the absorption cross sections with circularly left and right
polarization.
If the X-ray absorption experiment is performed using circularly polarized photons, the selec-
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tion rule for the magnetic orbital quantum number takes into account the helicity of the photons
: ∆m = ±1. ∆m = +1 for left-handed polarization and ∆m = −1 for right-handed polarization.
In a magnetic compound the XMCD signal originates from the difference in the population of
the levels with m and −m magnetic numbers. We recall that the interaction Hamiltonian does
not act on the spin and XMCD results from the interaction between spin and orbital momentum,
which couples the spin and the real space. In a simplified view, the XMCD signal is expressed as
RXMCD = PCPe∆ρ/ρ, where ∆ρ/ρ is the normalized spin polarized density of states [23]. PC is the
circular polarization ratio and Pe a Fano-like factor giving the probability for the excited electron
to be spin polarized. In the atomic limit, typical values of Pe are 0.01 for K excitations, -0.5 for L2
and 0.25 for L3 excitations. This simple model has proved to be useful for the interpretation of a
large number of systems with rather delocalized final states [24, 25].
When the Hamiltonian is reduced to the electric dipole term, reversing the magnetic field or
the circular polarization yield to the same result and most of the experiments are performed with
a constant helicity with a magnetic field parallel or anti-parallel to the X-ray beam.
As XMCD, X-ray resonant magnetic scattering (XRMS) probes the spin-polarized density of
empty states above the Fermi level. In a quantum mechanical picture, the photon excites to a higher
unnoccupied level a core electron that decays back to the initial state emitting a photon of the
same energy. The description of this process involves, then, emission via an intermediate state and
requires second-order perturbation theory. Sensitivity to magnetism arises from the Pauli exclusion
principle and the exchange-induced splitting of the Fermi level and is reinforced by the strong
enhancement of magnetic effects when the photon energy is close to an absorption edge [26, 27].
The XRMS signal is measured by the intensity asymmetry ratio RXRMS = (I+− I−)/(I++ I−),
where I+ and I− are the intensities scattered for the opposite directions of an applied magnetic
field.
IV. LOCAL ANISOTROPY IN PEROVSKITE THIN FILMS
The remarkable properties of hole doped manganites show drastic sensitivity to small changes
in their structural parameters and the form of the samples [28, 29, 30]. The magnetism and trans-
port properties of manganites films differ significantly from those of the bulk material and are
dependent of the film thickness [31, 32]. Such characteristic has been associated to the strain in-
duced by the lattice mismatch. The understanding of the effects of the strains on the local structural
12
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Figure 5: Experimental XAS spectra at the Mn K edge for the tensile (SrTiO3) and compressive (LaAlO3)
LSMO films in plane (solid line) and perpendicular to film plane (dots line). The energy shifts are in
opposite directions and scaled in amplitude by a factor of two. Ab initio XAS calculations considering
tetragonal distortion of the MnO6 octahedron and for the in-plane and out-of-plane contributions.
parameters is crucial to explain the behavior of manganite thin films and multilayers.
We used angle-resolved XAS to characterize the local atomic structure around the manganese
ions in La0.7Sr0.3MnO3 (LSMO) thin films epitaxially grown by pulsed laser deposition over
SrTiO3 (STO) and compressive LaAlO3 (LAO) substrates. The small lattice mismatch between
LSMO and STO and LAO allows a pseudomorphic growth and almost fully constrained conditions
for film thickness below 100nm and 40nm respectively [33]: 1% in-plane tensile strain for STO
and 2% in-plane compressive strain for LAO substrate.
We were looking for a dichroic signal around manganese to characterize a possible local
anisotropy induced by the substrate. We took full benefit of the linear polarization of the syn-
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chrotron light to perform angle-resolved measurements and probe selectively atomic bond lengths
in the plane and out of the plane of the films. According to the Natoli’s rule [34], the energy
position of the 1s → 4p excitation scales as the bond length squared (E −E0 ∝ R2), where E0 is
an energy close to the onset of the edge. It is possible to follow bond length changes by carefully
looking at the energy position, that is accurately obtained thanks to the sharp rising edge.
Angle-resolved X-ray absorption experiments were performed at the D04B-XAS beam line
of the LNLS [35] at the Mn K-edge (6539eV). The monochromator was a Si (111) channel-cut.
An ion chamber monitored the incident beam and the data were collected in the fluorescence
mode using a Ge 15-element solid state detector. 0.5 mm-slits selected beam in the orbit plane
(Ψ = 0)with an acceptance of 0.03 mrad. The light on the sample was predicted to be more than
99% linearly polarized. The films were set on a goniometer with the rotation axis perpendicular
to the orbit plane. The experimental spectra were taken in two geometries: with the electric field
of the incident linearly polarized photon beam set approximately parallel (µ‖) and perpendicular
(µ⊥) to the film surface. XAS spectra were collected in the near-edge range of 6440 to 6700
eV with energy steps of 0.3 eV. The energy calibration of the edge was carefully monitored by
simultaneous comparison with a Mn metal foil reference and the spectra were normalized at about
150 eV above the edge. This allows the edge structure in all experimental spectra to be compared
in position and intensity, and energy shifts as small as 0.1 eV are certified.
The experimental XAS spectra of the tensile (STO substrate) and the compressive (LAO sub-
strate) strained films are shown in figure 5a. Taking the out-of-plane (µ⊥) spectra as reference, we
observe energy shifts of the main 1s → 4p transition among spectra collected in the two orienta-
tions: the shift is -0.4 eV for the tensile film and +0.9 eV for compressive one. This result shows
that in the LSMO/STO film the average Mn−O bond length in the film surface direction is greater
than the same bond distance in the perpendicular direction to film surface. In the opposite case,
in the LSMO/LAO film, this in-plane average bond length is smaller than the out-of-plane bond
distance, with a scale factor of approximately two in the energy shift.
From the X-ray diffraction results on these samples [33], and following the Natoli’s rule, energy
shifts in opposite directions for tensile and compressive films were expected. We should note,
moreover, that the ratio of the amplitude of the energy shifts (1:2) is approximately the same as
the ratio of the long range strain factor (~1% for tensile, and ~2% for compressive) among these
films. This direct proportionality between the modifications on the cell parameters and the local
octahedral modifications indicates that the strain should be fully accommodated by changes in the
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coordination polyhedra (MnO6), without any modification of the Mn−O−Mn angle [36].
Ab initio self-consistent field calculations in the full multiple scattering formalism [37] were
performed to address more precisely the actual consequence of the distortion of the octahedron
on the near-edge XAS spectra and specially to investigate how far local distortion may account
for the difference observed experimentally. The definition of the electric field vector polarization
in relation with the atomic structure orientation, and then all the photoelectron scattering terms,
are weighted using the equation 9 presented in the section 3. This procedure enables to calculate
independently the information from the different angular contributions to the absorption. Simula-
tions were performed in a LSMO cluster considering isotropic MnO6 and anisotropic octahedral
distortions. As expected for the isotropic case, the spectra do not show any modification in posi-
tion and shape of the edge main line among in-plane and out-of-plane situations. The calculations
shown in figure 5b were performed for 21-atoms cluster with tetragonal distortion, using local
order parameters scaling with the crystallographic cell parameters of the films [38]. The calcu-
lated structures reproduce well the main features of the experimental results. They account as well
for the energy shift, in amplitude and direction, as for the relative reduction in amplitude of the
main peak close to the edge, among the two orientations and for each film [39]. Based on these
calculations, we validate the model of tetragonal distortion of the MnO6 octahedron, suggested by
experimental XANES spectra. This model is in agreement with Extended X-ray Absorption Fine
Structure results [36, 40] and lead to the conclusion that the tilt angle Mn-O-Mn among adjacent
octahedra is not - or little- changed [36]. Actually the model of tetragonal distortion is not the
unique model that may account for the experimental data. Orthorhombic or slighly monoclinic
distortions can not be totally ruled out only from XANES data [21]. However the most impor-
tant result remains unchanged : the coordination octahedron accomodated most of the distortion
induced by the strain. We conclude that this distortion, tending to localize the charge carriers, is
be the driving parameter in the modifications of the magnetic and transport properties observed in
thin films with respect to bulk systems [21, 36].
V. RESONANT SCATTERING FROM FILMS AND MULTILAYERS
During the last decade, with the dramatic increase of the technological interest devoted to
magnetic thin films and multilayers, resonant scattering in the soft X-ray range has progressively
raised as a powerful tool specially adapted to the study of this class of material [41, 42, 43].
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Figure 6: X-ray resonant scattering intensity around the Gd L3 edge for the multilayer structure
(Co1nm/Gd0.2nm)40 over SiO2. The edge is indicated by the vertical arrow. Kiessig fringes are also indicated
by lateral arrows.
However, it is worth noting that, during the same period, very few experiments were attempted in
the hard X-ray domain [44] in spite of the great advantage arising from the possibility of working
under a variety of extreme conditions. Examples of the application of hard-X-ray XRMS can
be found only recently the literature with the works of Seve et al. and Jaouen et al. on the 5d
electronic states across the rare earth layers in Ce/Fe and La/Fe multilayers [45, 46].
A prototype experiment to study resonant scattering over a wide energy range has been recently
set-up at the dispersive XAS beam line of LNLS (D06A-DXAS) [47]. This beam line is equipped
with an 800 mm-long Rh coated mirror, working at a grazing angle of 4 mrad. The mirror bending
mechanism allows vertical beam collimation or focusing to less than 500 µm at the sample position.
A curved Si(111) crystal monochromator selects radiation from a bending magnet source in the X-
ray range from 5 keV up to 14 keV and focuses it to a 200 µm image. The detection is handled with
a modified CCD camera. The energy-direction correlation coming out from the monochromator is
transformed into an energy-position correlation along the lateral dimension of the CCD detector.
Further descriptions of the beam line are published elsewhere, together with the commissioning
results [47, 48].
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Figure 7: Intensity asymmetry ratio (a) and X-ray resonant scattering (b) at the Gd L3 edge for the multilayer
structure (Co1nm/Gd0.2nm)40 over SiO2. The beam of about 80% circularly polarized photons reaches the
sample with a grazing angle of 0.38 deg.
Experiments have been performed at grazing incidence to the surface of the films, close to the
external total reflection condition [4]. In this reflectivity mode, the vertical dimension of the CCD
detector is used to collect the X-ray scattered at different angles. The sample holder is fit with a
goniometer with a horizontal axis, allowing alignment of the sample at grazing incidence angles
with a resolution of 0.005 degrees. A 100 µm slit in front of the sample holder limited the vertical
beam. An electromagnet was used to apply a field of up to 500 G in the plane of the sample and
along the propagation direction of the beam. The asymmetry ratio RXRMS is obtained by flipping
the applied field.
The preliminary experiment was performed on a multilayer structure formed by the alternate
deposition of 1 nm of Co and 0.2 nm of Gd, repeated 40 times. Both the Co K and the Gd L3 edges
are accessible and close to each other (7709 eV and 7243 eV), keeping very similar experimental
conditions. Co is present in large amounts (about 40 nm) and carries a high magnetic moment
while the amount of Gd is reduced (about 30 atomic layers) and carries a low magnetic moment at
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Figure 8: Intensity asymmetry ratio (a) and X-ray resonant scattering (b) at the Co K edge for the multilayer
structure (Co1nm/Gd0.2nm)40over SiO2. The beam of about 70% circularly polarized photons reaches the
sample with a grazing angle of 0.49 deg. The absorption cross section for Co metallic foil in transmission
mode is also shown in (b).
room temperature. On the other hand, the dichroism effect on the Co K edge is much smaller than
for Gd L3 edge, so that similar signal-over-noise ratios are expected at the two edges.
The X-ray resonant scattering intensity around the Gd L3 edge was measured by scanning the
grazing angle at the sample and keeping the detector fixed. The critical angle for total external
reflection as well as the Kiessig fringes related to the film thickness can be clearly identified
over the whole energy range (Fig.6). This result matches very well the calculations based on
the multilayer structure. The total collection time of the two-dimensional figure was around 15
minutes.
For the magnetic measurements at the Gd L3 edge, the circularly polarized radiation was se-
lected at 0.18 mrad (γΨ≃ 0.49) above the orbit plane. The intensity, compared to the maximum at
the orbit plane, was reduced by a factor of three and an elliptically polarized beam with about 80%
of circular polarization rate was expected (Fig.4). The grazing incidence angle was set close to the
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critical angle of reflection at α ≃ 0.38 degrees. The superior stability of the dispersive set-up en-
ables the collection of dichroic spectra over a wide energy range with a noise smaller than 0.03%.
An asymmetry ratio of about 0.05% is identified after a few minutes of acquisition (Fig.7). The
total collection time of this spectrum was less than 10 minutes, with four spectra of 100 s each.
At the Co K edge the circularly polarized radiation was selected at 0.14 mrad (γΨ≃ 0.38) above
the orbit plane. The intensity was reduced by a factor of two compared to the maximum at Ψ = 0
and an elliptically polarized beam with about 70% of circular polarization rate was expected. The
grazing incidence angle was set close to the critical angle of reflection at α ≃ 0.49 degrees. The
noise level was about 0.01% after collection of 128 spectra of 30 s each. An asymmetry ratio of
about 0.5% is identified after a one hour of acquisition (Fig.8).
We should emphasize that XRMS experiments using dispersive XAS set-up combine two ma-
jor advantages : the versatility of sample environment due to the simple atmospheric working
condition in the hard X-ray range and absence of movements during acquisition characteristic of
dispersive setup.
VI. CONCLUDING REMARKS
We have given here an overview of the prominent aspects of the polarization of the light de-
livered by a bending magnet, and some dichroic properties in X-ray absorption spectroscopy.
We presented two applications using the two XAS beamlines at LNLS. The first example was
a combination of experimental measurements and ab initio calculations of angle resolved X-ray
absorption, using linear polarized light to investigate the local scale structural distortion induced
by substrate strain in La0.7Sr0.3MnO6 films. The analysis of the dichroic experimental data en-
ables the derivation of a model of local distortion of the coordination shell around the manganese
atoms, without any modification of the tilt angle Mn−O−Mn. In the second example we shown
the feasibility of XRMS experiments in thin multilayers using the dispersive XAS set-up, to get
information on local magnetic moments of rare-earths and transition metal oxides, using the circu-
larly polarized light delivered by a bending magnet. These preliminary experiments open the way
for more complex studies involving in-situ conditions, like growth processes or thermal anneal-
ing, taking advantage of the versatility of sample environment and the remarkable experimental
stability.
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